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Who are we?

We are the creators of ClinSpark®, the world’s first CDISC ODM certified Phase I

eSource and clinical trial automation system. ClinSpark (now known as ’IQVIA Clinical

eSource) improves the speed, quality and transparency of clinical research. We support a

large and growing set of device integrations, enabling data collected from trial subjects, both

onsite and remote, to be immediately available for review by study teams and the sponsor.

We’re part of IQVIA – a world leader in using data, technology, advanced analytics, and

expertise to help customers drive healthcare – and human health – forward.

Learn more here: IQVIA Clinical eSource Platform - IQVIA

About you:

You find joy in helping your customers (biopharmaceutical, clinical research organizations)

who are doing important work.

Creative thinker who strives to solve The Larger Problem when presented with a specific

issue.

Hungry to learn, self motivated, persistent, and detail oriented.

Strong Web development background. You should primarily create the front-end for a web

application with many, collaborating with a cross-functional development team, and

applying your creativity and focus.

We care lots about your real world experience and less about years in industry or titles held.
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About the role

You’ll be part of a very tight, highly professional team comprised of domain experts, former

clinical research practitioners and engineers tackling all aspects of our business and

operations.

This position is responsible for designing, implementing and maintaining a web application

and APIs. The team is well staffed with full stack / back-end developers so this position

is for an engineer who has a particular interest with front end work, including its security and

testing aspects.The solution is currently Java/Grails-oriented with MVC, but the

technology landscape may evolve to bring in new technologies and frameworks depending on

developer experience and industry trends. As the system evolves, you will be able to express

your skills in the field of APIs, micro services and scalable deployments. For our customer

production environments, you’ll contribute to automating systems for deployment,

monitoring and fault tolerance. You’ll be directly engaged with customers on technical

implementation questions, as well as troubleshooting their issues.

Experience and familiarity with a front end framework (React, Vue, SvelteKit etc.), SQL, HTML,

CSS, Java/Groovy is a must. CI/CD, Cloud Platforms (preferably Amazon Web Services),

Monitoring platforms (preferably Datadog), as well as awareness of regulations applicable to

clinical data is appreciated.

This position can be fully remote or office based in Poland.

Requirements

Bachelors degree computer science, comparable field, or relevant work experience.

Five (5) years related experience in Web applications development

Experience with clinical trials, core labs or medical devices is a plus.

Does this description fit you and do you want to learn more about the actual job? Reach out

and talk to us!

IQVIA is a leading global provider of advanced analytics, technology solutions and clinical

research services to the life sciences industry. We believe in pushing the boundaries of

human science and data science to make the biggest impact possible – to help our

customers create a healthier world. Learn more at
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